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ABSTRACI' 

An optimum gelcasting condition for a silicon nitride formulation was determined 
using the Taguchi statistical method. An L8(4l x 24) design, in which the effects 
of one factor at four levels and four factors at two levels were evaluated in only 
eight experiments, was used. The factors at two levels were: the total monomer 
concentration, the monomerkrosslinker ratio, the initiator concentration, and the 
initiatorkatalyst ratio; the factor at four levels was the initiator concentration per 
mass of the slip. The primary criterion used to determine optimum design was the 
green strength of the dried part, although three other parameters were measured: 
initial slip viscosity, time for the slip viscosity to reach 300 mPa.s at 25"C, and time 
for the slip to gel at 50°C. The optimum gelcasting conditions from the designed 
experiments predicted 80% increase in green strength (4.3 W a  versus 2.4 MPa, 
the initial value). The confmation runs showed only a 60% increase (3.8 MPa). 

INTRODUCTION 

Gelcasting [ 13 is a generic ceramic forming process developed at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. In gelcasting, we cast a suspension of commercial ceramic 
powder in a solution of organic monomers into a mold and polymerize it to form a 
green body which takes the shape of the mold. If the solvent for the monomers is 
organic, it is nonaqueous gelcasting 121; if it is water, it is aqueous gelcasting [3,43. 
In aqueous gelcasting, the solution consists of one or more monofunctional (one 
double bond) monomers and at least one multifunctional (at least two double bonds) 
cross-linking monomer and an initiator. Typically, the monomers are from the 
vinyl and allyl groups, and their homologues or derivatives. 

In gelcasting a ceramic powder, the optimal selection of monomer, crosslinker and 
initiator can be onerous. For example, Table I [5] lists some monomers, 
crosslinkers and initiators that may be used in the gelcasting of silicon nitride. In 
this case, to determine an optimum combination by examining one factor at a time 
would require 224 (8x4~7)  experiments. Consequently, a fractional factorial 
experimental design was used to reduce the number of experiments. Even after the 
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combination of a monomer, a crosslinker, and an initiator has been identified, their 
optimal concentrations and processing conditions must be determined. Thus, the 
goal of this study was to determine the optimal gelcasting condition for the 
AlliedSignal Ceramic Components’ GN- 10 silicon nitride formulation in a near- 
production environment. 

Table I. Tvpical Monomersl. Crosslinkers1 and Initiators1 for Gelcasting Si& 

MONOMERS* 
MAM 

CROSSLINKERV INITIATORS 
MBAM APS 

NVP 
MPEGMA 

DMAPMAM 
AA 
MA 
AM 

PEGDMA 
TAA 
D m A  

APSKEMED 
AIBN 
AZIP 
AZAP 
H202 
TBHP 

*Including their homologues and derivatives 
1List of Acronyms 
MONOMERS: 
MAM = methacrylamide 
MPEGMA = methoxy poly(ethy1ene glycol) methacrylate 
DiMAEMA = dimethyl aminoethyl methacrylate 
DMAPMAM = 3-N,N-dimethylaminopropyl methacrylate 
AA = acrylic acid 
CROSSLINKERS (CROSSLINKING MONOMERS): 
MBAM = N,N’-methylene bisacrylamide 
PEGDMA = poly(ethy1ene glycol) lo00 dimethacrylate 
TAA = triallylamine 
INITIATORS: 
A P S  = ammonium persulfate 
TEMED = N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl ethylene diamine 
AZIP = azobis [2-(2-imidazolin-2yl)propane] 2HC1 
AZAP = azobis (2-amidinopropane) HCl 
TBHP = t-butyl hydroperoxide (90%’ 5% H20,5% BuOH) 

NVP = N-vinyl pyrrolidone 

MA = methacrylic acid AM = acrylamide 

DATDA = &allyl tartardiamide 

AIBN = azobis (isobutyronitrile) 

H202 = hydrogen peroxide 

Gelcasting is a well defined process that has been applied to several ceramic 
powders [ 13; for example, the detailed gelcasting of alumina has been reported [6]. 
Therefore, Taguchi method (quality engineering) [7] is appropriate for the 
optimization of the gelcasting of silicon nitride under industrial conditions. In 
increasing the amount of gelcasting slurry from a typical laboratory quantity of 
about 100 g to industrial values of 1 kg or more, simple scale-up resulted in 
insufficient processing time before the slurry gelled. The objective here, therefore, 
was to increase the processing time while optimizing the green strength of the dried 
parts. 



PROCEDURE 

The system chosen for gelcasting silicon nitride in this study consisted of: monomer 
= MAM, crosslinker = MBAM, and initiator system = APS/TEMED. (See Table I 
for an explanation of the acronyms). After brainstorming, five controlling factors 
(independent variables) were selected: the total monomer (MAM + MBAM) 
concentration, the ratio of the monomer to the crosslinker (MAM/MBAM), the 
initiator ( A P S )  concentration, the ratio of the initiator to the catalyst (APSITEMED), 
and the amount of APS added per mass of slip. Four of the factors were tested at 
two levels, high (H) and low (L). Because the amount of APS per unit mass of 
slip strongly determines the gelation rate, it was tested at four levels, lowest (LL), 
low, high, and highest (HH). The experimental design selected was Lg(41 x 24) in 
which the effects of one factor at four levels and four factors at two levels were 
evaluated in only eight experiments [7,8]. Table II shows the factors, their levels 
and combinations in the experimental design. Four response parameters (dependent 
variables) were measured: initial slip viscosity, q(mPa.s), at ambient conditions; 
time, TG(min), for the slip to gel at 50°C; time, TV(min), for the slip viscosity to 
reach 300 mPa.s at 25°C; and the strength, o(MPa), of dried gelcast Si3N4 discs. 

Table 11. Factors. levels and their combination for the Lg(41X24) design. 

FACTORS 

A (MAM+MBAM) conc. 
- B pL APS/100 g slip 
- CMAM/MBAM 
- D A P S  conc. 
- E APSmMED 

1 

L 
H 
L 
H 
L 

LEVELS 
r) 
L 

H 
L 
H 
L 
H 

Experiment 
- No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Factors and the level combinations 
- A -  B -  c -  D -  E 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 2 1 2 2 
1 3 2 1 2 
1 4 2 2 1 
2 1 2 2 2 
2 2 2 1 1 
2 3 1 2 1 
2 4 1 1 2 

3 

HH 

4 

LL 

Measured 
Variable 
Y1 
y 2  
y3 
y4 
y 5  

y7 
Y8 

y6 

For each experiment, approximately 1 kg of a 50 vol % solids suspension was 
prepared by measuring the calculated amount of the components (Si3N4 powder, 
sintering aids, dispersants, monomer, crosslinker and water) and ball-milling them 
for a given number of hours. The amount of each component was determined by 



the experiment number in Table 11; No. 1 was the standard process set-up. After 
milling, the slurry was de-aired and the calculated amount of initiator and catalyst as 
indicated in Table 11 were mixed into the slip. After another de-airing step, the 
viscosity, specific gravity, and pH of the slip were measured at ambient conditions. 
To determine the time they took to gel, samples were placed in an oven set at 50°C. 
A sample was placed in a Brookfield Digital Rheometer Model DV-II to measure the 
time for its viscosity to rise to 300 mPa.s at 25°C. Several disc molds (25 mm 
diameter x 5 mm thick) were filled with the slip and gelled in a second oven set at 
50°C. The gelled Si3N4 discs were dried and their tensile strength was measured by 
a diametral compression test [9]. The remaining slip was used to cast other parts 
such as plates or turbine wheels. To compare with the predicted value, two 
confirmation runs were made at the optimum levels determined from the 
experimental design. These levels are shown in Table IV, the result of the runs in 
Table ITI, and both are discussed in the next section. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Table Et shows a set of typical measured variables for the eight experiments. The 
slip properties measured at ambient conditions exhibited minimal variations 
indicating the slip preparation was consistent. However, the gelation times and the 
strength varied with the experimental conditions. The average strengths in the 
Table were calculated from the measurement of a minimum of five to a maximum of 
twenty dried gelcast Si3N4 discs, with a pooled standard deviation of 0.25 MPa. 

Table III. TvDical Measured Variables for the Eight Experiments. 

Expt No. SliD Properties 
&I SG q(mPa.s) 
8.96 2.068 76 
9.21 2.069 62 
8.83 2.055 88 
9.35 2.060 55 
9.22 2.041 57 
8.80 2.050 74 
9.02 2.043 55 
9.30 2.041 55 

Gelation Time 
TVtmin) TG(min) 

6.5 45 
12.5 145 
6.5 45 

80.0 220 
27.0 130 
9.5 90 

23.5 135 
33.0 135 

Avg. Strength 
o(MPa1 

2.41 
1.05 
2.24 
0.50 
1.61 
3.90 
4.26 
3.47 

Confirmation Runs 
1 8.93 2.047 62 14.5 110 3.75 
2 9.30 2.049 72 11.0 95 3.89 

The effect of a factor at a given level was calculated by averaging the data over that 
factor level. For example, in Table 11, the effect of factor A at level 1 is 
( Y I + Y ~ + Y ~ + Y ~ ) / ~ ,  at level 2, it is (Y5+Y6+Y7+Y8)/4. Similarly, the effect of 
factor E at level 1 is (Yl+Y4+Yfj+Y7)/4, at level 2, (Y2+Y3+Y5+Y8)/4. Factor B 
with four levels has only two data points at each level. Thus, the effect of factor B 



at level 1 is (Y 1+Y5)/2, at level 2, it is (Y2+Y6)/2 and so on. Table IV is the 
response Table showing the calculated effect of each factor at the different levels 
and the absolute value of their differences. The effects at all the four levels of factor 
B (the amount of the initiator per mass of slip) are shown and the difference value 
here is between level 1 and the level with highest value. 

Table IV. The Response Table for Measured Parameters to. TV. & TG). 

Measured Variable. Strength (0, MPa) 
FACTOR A - B 
Level 1 1.55 2.01 
Level 2 3.3 1 2.48 
Level 3 3.25 
Level 4 1.99 

- 1.24 - 1.76 

G 
2.80 
2.06 

- D 
3.00 
1.86 

0.74 1.14 

Measured Variable. Time (TV, min) to reach 300 mPa.s at 25°C. 
FACTOR A - B - C D 
Level 1 26.4 16.8 18.9 13.9 
Level 2 23.3 11.0 30.8 35.8 
Level 3 15.0 
Level 4 56.5 
1(41 39.7 - 21.9 - 3.1 - 11.9 

Measured Variable. Time (TG. min) to Gel at 50°C. 
FACTOR A - B - C 
Level 1 113.8 87.5 115.0 
Level 2 122.5 
Level 3 
Level 4 
I ( 4 I  8.8 

117.5 
90.0 

177.5 
90.0 

Confirmation Levels 
FACTOR A - B 
Level 2 2 

121.3 

6.3 

- C 
1 

- D 
78.8 
157.5 

78.7 

- D 
1 

- E 
2.77 
2.09 

- 0.68 

- E 
29.9 
19.8 

- 10.1 

- E 
122.5 
113.8 

8.8 

- E 
1 

The confirmation levels were based primarily on optimizing the strength (with its 
larger-the-better characteristic); that is, the largest possible value of strength is 
desired. Thus, for each factor, the level with the highest strength (A-2, B-3, C- 1, 
D- 1 , and E- 1) should have been selected. However, another requirement of the 
design is that there should be sufficient processing time before the slip gelled. This 
implies that the times TV and TG should be larger than a minimum value. As the 
actual data in Table In show, the worst strength was in experiment No. 4 which 
had the largest times while the highest strengths were at intermediate times. The 
confirmation levels shown in Table IV, B-2 was used instead of B-3 in order to 
obtain intermediate gelation times; B-1 and B-3 were fast, and B-4 was very slow. 



The times for the actual confirmation runs in Table I11 show this; they are 
intermediate between the times for the eight experiments. 

In the Taguchi method, once the confirmation levels have been determined, the 
predicted values may be calculated based either on simple averaging or on the 
signal-to-noise ratio [7,8]. In this study, the prediction was by simple averaging 
and, to minimize over-estimation, only the three strongest effects (A-2, B-3 and D- 
1) were used. The predicted strength was 4.3 MPa which is an 80 % increase over 
the value for experiment No. 1, the standard conditions. The average result of the 
two confirmation runs shown in Table I11 was 3.4 MPa, a 60% increase over the 
standard conditions. The confirmation values were, however, less than the 
predicted value which was based on only three effects. If all the effects of the five 
factors were additive, the confirmation values would have been at least equal to the 
predicted value. This discrepancy implies that there are interactions among the 
factors. In the confirmation runs, the gelation times were intermediate between the 
highest and the lowest values obtained in the experiments, as was predicted. Also 
in these runs, the slip properties were consistent. A surprising finding of this study 
was that increasing the crosslinker ratio did not correspond to an increase in the 
green strength of the dried gelcast parts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A strategy for the optimization of the gelcasting of the AlliedSignal Ceramic 
Components’ GN- 10 silicon nitride formulation in large, production-size batches 
using the Taguchi method has been demonstrated. The slip properties of all batches 
were consistent, indicating that the processing was reproducible. The two desired 
goals of the optimization were achieved. At the optimum conditions, the gelation 
time was increased thus providing adequate processing time before gelation 
commenced. The green strength of the dried gelcast parts was increased by nearly 
60% to 3.4 MPa. However, because this was less than the 80% increment 
predicted, there are interactions between the factors that were selected. 
Nevertheless, this initial study has identified improved processing conditions which 
provide the basis for further optimization. In addition, this investigation has shown 
that increasing the crosslinker-to-monomer ratio in the gelcasting process does not 
produce a corresponding increase in the green strength, a finding which was 
unexpected and needs to be studied further. 
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